**We help brokers succeed by protecting what is important to their clients**

Custom Insurance Solutions | Industry Specific Expertise | Broker-Focused Strategies | Exceptional Service | Claims Advocacy
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**Specialty Placement Capabilities**

Addiction Treatment, Behavioral/Mental Health, Labs & Imaging Centers, Youth Residential & Shelters

Coleen Kelly (215) 773-4979
coleen.kelly@aon.com

**Aon Affinity Travel Practice**

**TRAVEL AGENTS & TOUR OPERATORS**

Professional Liability Insurance customized for travel agents, tour operators and travel consultants.

Alastair MacMillan-Bell (516) 342-2651
alastair.macmillan-bell@aon.com

**Aon Attorneys Advantage**

**ATTORNEYS & LAW FIRMS**

Professional Liability Insurance for firms with 1-25 attorneys. Also available for hard-to-place firms with 1-5 attorneys.

Peter Reimann (312) 381-2717
peter.reimann@aon.com

**hta**

**HEALTHCARE PRACTICES & PROVIDERS**

Professional Liability Insurance for 50 classes of healthcare practices and 100 classes of individual healthcare providers.

Coleen Kelly (215) 773-4979
coleen.kelly@aon.com

**AonEdge**

**PRIVATE FLOOD INSURANCE**

EZ Flood, a simplified option to the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and Excess Flood for additional coverage beyond the NFIP limits.

Dave Zeornes (512) 983-1118
dave.zeornes@aon.com

**INSURMARK**

**CATASOTHE COVERAGE**

Primary/Excess Flood, Deductible Buy-Back Insurance, Mini-Wind Program and Lender-Placed Property Insurance.

Mark Nies (937) 346-2902
mark.nies@insurmark.com

**K&K INSURANCE GROUP**

**SPORTS, LEISURE & ENTERTAINMENT**

Property & Casualty Insurance for 70+ classes of business designed to help “Insure the world’s fun.”

Lou Valentic (260) 438-4104
lou.valentic@kandkinsurance.com

**BANKERS INSURANCE SERVICE**

**RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE LENDERS & INVESTORS**

Mortgage Bankers Bond (Fidelity Bond and E&O), Surety Bond, Professional Liability, Cyber Liability, D&O and Mortgage Impairment.

Tom Delaney (312) 381-3722
tom.delaney@bankersinsuranceservice.com

**AFFINITY HEALTHCARE**

**FINE ARTS & MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS**


Tor Hellebo (202) 862-5395
tor.hellebo@huntingtontblock.com

**AFFINITY NONPROFITS**

**NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS**

Directors & Officers Liability and other P&C products to over 100 classes of nonprofit organizations.

Jason Tharpe (800) 432-7465
jason.tharpe@affinitynonprofits.com

**AON**

Aon Attorneys Advantage

Specialty Placement Capabilities

Addiction Treatment, Behavioral/Mental Health, Labs & Imaging Centers, Youth Residential & Shelters

Coleen Kelly (215) 773-4979
coleen.kelly@aon.com

**HTB INSURING THE WORLD’S TREASURES**

**FINES ARTS & MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS**


Tor Hellebo (202) 862-5395
tor.hellebo@huntingtontblock.com
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Aon Programs is a division of ASPN Insurance Agency, LLC., a licensed producer in all states (TX Lic # 1327976) (AR #100109618) Operating under the DBA Agency Specialty Product Network Insurance Agency in NH; and operating under the DBA, Agency Specialty Product Network Insurance Agency, LLC in CA, license # 0E86575. ASPN is a registered trademark of Financial & Professional Risk Solutions, Inc.
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